FBE II International Human Rights Oratory Competition
for young lawyers and law students
Berlin September 13-14, 2019
We had passion, we had logic, we had statute and precedent, and we had ancient
history and philosophy from Greece and Rome. The Young Lawyers Human
Rights Oratory Competition of the FBE demonstrated how strong the
commitment of young Europeans is to human rights.

The competition was held in the Hans Litten House, the offices of the
Rechtsanwaltkammer (RAK). Nezih Ulkekul of the RAK gave a warm and well
received welcome, and thanks were given to the representatives of the RAK from
the President of the Human Rights commission, Artur Wierzbicki.
The 18 candidates from 12 bar associations presented legal argument in English to
a panel of 5 judges. President of the FBE Human Rights Commission, Artur
Wierzbicki presided over the panel as President, and Monique Stengel, from Paris
and FBE Treasurer represented the Presidency of the FBE, Marc Wesser, Vice
President of the Commission and member of the Berlin Bar, Bedia Ayşegül Tansen
of the Istanbul Bar and Professor Sara Chandler QC (Hon) Past President of the
FBE, joined Mr Wierzbicki on the panel.

The topic for the competition was “Freedom of Speech”. The 18 semi-finalists
presented well prepared speeches which were varied in their approach to the legal
argument as well in their oratory style. It was a hard task for the panel to choose
four to be the finalists on Day Two. The topic for day two “The criminalisation of
those who facilitate the travel of refugees is against human rights” was treated in
debate style, with two for and two against. In each team one candidate presented
and the second speaker rebutted. The candidates had only 2 hours to research and
prepare their debate speeches. The judges put a question to all of them to test their
spontaneous responses, and heard from the four candidates what each would do to
draft legislation in respect of human trafficking.

The result was:
1st: Fatima Oraibi from Antwerp;
2nd: Sophie Lucas from Westminster & Holborn;
3rd: Ronald Elek, from Cluj;
4th: Julide Hancer from Istanbul.

Fatima Oraibi will attend the FBE Congress in Lisbon 24 -26 October to attend
the Human Rights Commission and receive her prize and recognition from the
General Assembly. She will receive a further Award from the Krakow Bar in April
in memory of Mr MarianAnczyk, of the Krakow Bar and last President of the
Grandes Barreaux d’ Europe, and co-founder with Mr Eugenio Guy Montalvo of

the FBE, Mr Eugenio Guy, former Dean of the Barcelona Bar was the first
President of the FBE in 1992.

The other semi-finalists were:
Natalia Wachowiak from Poznan; Agnieszka Całka from Warsaw; Bérénice DagoPavlopoulos from Lyon; Trinidad Alonso from Madrid; Simranjit Digpal from
South London Law Society; Andrea Lazzaro from Milan; Oriana Maria Elajalde
Martins from Bilbao; Benjamin Pass from Westminster & Holborn; Paola
Chamorros Cuenca from Madrid; Pawel Matyja from Katowice; Zuzanna
Morawska-Zakroczymka from Warsaw; Cristina Prunea Anda from Cluj; Shira
Notrika from South London Law Society; Martyna Kasperska from Warsaw.

All participants were GREAT !

The FBE IIIrd Human Rights Oratory Competition for young lawyers and
law students in 2020 is planned in Bilbao/Spain.

EVERYONE IS WELCOME 

